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INTRODUCTION'

.

.

,

Community psychology hap come upon herd ground recently and it appears
that With the. 1950's and the move towards fiscal and economic conservatlim
things are going to ?same even more difficult for community psychology
(1978); Cowan (1978) ; and Rappa0brt
McClure (1960); Goodstein end.. hand
For
example,
McClure
and
others
have pointed out that the social activism
'1977).
* .of th. 1960's Is over, that now we must imaccountable,for the dollars spent
and that unless empirical demonstrations of the efficacy of community interventlonss (such aleday cars, camiunitymentid.health centers -children and youth
servicesin-home services, counse1100, homemaker servite;, foster cars, etc.)"
for promoting human welfare are forthcoding, camiunitm psychology's survival Is at

'

...

stake. McClure chrther states In clerifilngihis posrtion on empirical demon-.
strations that community psychology needs to develop an 4mpirical research base
that can clarify the zelation-Ship,betwom individual functioning and- organization
ee whOlohdartedly with
and community environleents. he also feels that--and I agree
this next statement and will come beck to this later in greeter detail- -this
community-organizational research bass must be developed,in mawsl or field'settings
'
if itls to have external or ecological validity (Campbell and Stanley, 1966).
42
Other researchers have been arguing that thercis a need for all psychologists
and not Just comMunity psychologist to begin to impatt-the larger social systems.
Jn our society--for example, Oronfearennerl has stated that, we es psycologists
must become more politically aware and use Shur knoWiedge base to imgact regulatory -;
.

.

1

and policy formulation for children and families. Richard Kearsiee has,also asked:.
What have we done on a practice G levelfto improve the quality of day care? What.
have we done to actively influence reoalatory agencies? What have we done to promote
standards of quality for children's services?
The Interesting dilemma W4th.the above is how community psychologist's havt
approached their research Dased on the study by McClure. They have conceptualized
their research at the ecological level but their-interventions have bash at the
individualistic level with no attempt to-impact the larger systems level. However,
this appears to be the result of the failure to develop, a technology! to assess the
ecological or system* level - -community and organizational, and it Is not the inability
to conceptualize at this leVel.

What-will be required? Developing a newtechnology in and of itself is not
it is going to.require a total rethinking--a paradigm shift, the developient.
enough.
of a conceptual framekork. The individualistic pr-adijmomust be supplemented with
one that is more systems oriented, nterdependent or of an ecological nature,, in
'
other words'an ECOLOGICAlf PARADIGM. After giving the reasons for using the term
ecological, I wilretteept to describe a new technology --dati utilization with
state information system and an assessment technique/methodology (applied multiple
regression) that uses these technologies to.genirate cost benefit and cost effectivenets_
analyses.

,

444

There are a nu mher of reasons for selecting the term Ecological to describe'
Orenfenbrenner In putting
this paradigm shift. One, it Is a term used in psychology by
forth his Sheen Ecology Model where he talks ,bout establishing ecological validity
checks - -to move from the laboratory to the reel morld.of children and adults.,
,

k

.

Bronfinbreimenk erimment foithe establishment of "ecological validity" will
be-referred to on numerous occrssicns. This concept has grown from Kurt Lewin's
"aotton research model" (195$).
2; WWII and other researchers have emphasized recently In an limo of APA Mon, or/Ica quest ons.
the neetfor psychol isi's to begin asking some very sensItIte pi
1.

11111,
2

Two, it generally refers to analyses involving individuals in their natural
surroundings - -none of the research described in this paper.lws been done in a
laboratory.

Throe, the term implies a certain interdependence or systems orientation
which is at the heart of the technologies I will be describing.
Four, the potential social policy relevance of thi ecological view argues.
favorably for its ability to respond to an increased emphasis on social relpvarce
in. the current posture of federal funding.
Film, ecology, the term, is not an uncommon concept in community psychology- emphasizing the notion'of relativism.
.Slx, the ecological paradigm views community service as being increasingly
expansive - -the professional is seen as also aprogram planner, consultant, trainer
and not only as a therapist.
I
,

Seven, it accounts for extra-psychological -influences, -I.e. political,
economic, and bureaucratic.
Eight, it is a paradigm that accounts for both the advocate as well as the
data user or pursuer.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Building on these ecological priniriples, in particular' those put forth bye
Bronfenbrenner, who has clearly articulated a conceptual framework -for doing.
research in the larger social systems, let's introduce a theoretical model describing
the ecology of child care. This model's essence Is borrowed from Oronfenbrenner's
It depicts the various systems that lispatt upon the
Human Ecology Model (1,78).
developing individual, in this case lthe child. ,The child care ecology is on a continuum
beginning with the family and moving to other types of social institutions such as
children's services, etc. (See Figure 1).

Insert Figure 1

There are four'systems that are described in this theoretical model that
provIdes us with our conceptual framework for developing the ecological paradigm -the microsystem, the mesosystem, the exosystem, end the mcrosystem The microsystem
is defined has the greatest immediate effect an the ehild--it would include the
child's own home, the day.care classroom 9r family day care home or foster home.3

.

diminishing impact
in moving away from the center, the other systems have
but
could
have
tremendousAMpct
In the long
on the child In theimmediate sense
Ecological
Pece419m
is
to &Imola,
The emphasis required in formulating the
run.
school,
institution,
government,
essentially
those levels which include the family,
and
These
are
the
levels
that
invoive
the
community
the mososnd exosystem levels.
form
the
assessment
methodology.
organization most directly which will help to
.

3.

by Fierce (1

that dean! sips a conceptual crosswalk between ecological
care ecology) and :sate information systems has beeri prepared
This phelysis gives examples of how to obtain answers -to some

of the hypos

see put forth in the Neon ecology mode).

An in-depth
theory (chic
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1, MLTHODOLOGY
.

.

Dronfenbreiner's Conceptual Framework (1977, 1978, 1979) does notNiend
itself readily to an assessment methodology; therefore there Is the need to
expand upon this concept. In order to describe the assessment methodology more
i clearly, the foliating formula-As presented:,

EPt ,(IC) (f (1E+E.C1 +LEC2 +:CfC3
(FORMULA 1):

;there:

+1

+;E:EC4

4

+

+E ECn )3°

EC5 +

individual functioning /.component;
Ecological Paradigm; IC
Community risk;
factor,of;
EC1
Eoological,Component; f
Organizational
Organizational
risk;
ECh
Community ability; EC3
Other
ecological
ability/
Family ability/rick; ECn
ability; EC5

EPt
EC
fC2

risk variables..

Since we will be centering in on the community andorganizationalacompOnenti
:there is the need to.expand them definitionally:
EC1

EC2

Community risk climate providing services to individuals - -community
risk climate would be the summation of factors such as housing
opportunities, educational opportunitiei, unemployment rates, Infant
mortality rates, drop out rates from high school, crime indices, etc.
Fiero, 1980 have, developed
(gornellus S Beier, 19e4l Diethorn
mdfhods for assessing this component.)
Community ability to provide services to individuals -- community ability
.would be the summation of its ability to pay or provide for certain
services - -social services - -day care, foster-fears, protective services.,

This would account for the relative wealth of an area.
Organizational risk in providing services to individuals - -is tt
summation of such things as.how effective are services: -state of the
art end meeting regulations - -health and safety.
Organizational ability to provide services to individuals - -is the
summation of the program's ability to handle individuals they presently
have without keeping others waiting.
etc.

EC3

ECii

QUESTIONS AND INDICATORS
the
In order to develop the elpirical base In community psychology and assess
community
enii0onments
on
Individual
relative impact of organizational and
functioning, it is necessary to ansWer the following queitions within. the,child
care ecology:

Do regulations that OCYF promulgate concernitig foster care, day cars,
group residential, day treatment, adoption, etc., have a'positive impact on an
wi asking for a more stable environment, permanent
individual chfid's life.:
are And Tablir
environment lite for the child
1.

This general formula was then used to generate the follewingforbulae for
3a.
Cost benefit and cost effectiveness equations:
2
MX + 11,01 - Xi) + 112(SF - X2)
unit cost and (2) CAQ
where Xk
bXk
CDR
average store;
'program
midst rate fdr day care programs; PX
where: MX
average
size of,ptograms.
size
of
program;
SF
individual program scores:: X2
X1
(1)

.
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Are we keeping families together of breaking them apaA withfpur
2.
policies and service dajivery?
Are we increall! the quality of life', or families through our-supportive
3.
services?
Are we decreatiing rites of recidivism for these children who, are in
4.
placement?
What impact does day care end child welfare services have on the family
5.
functioning end at what cast to society and to the commuhity?
6. 'Does quality.of care impact the children's development?
Whet impact doi4.custodlal versus high quality care have on children's
7.
lives?

Whet are the key indicators, that place families at risk and deter,
8.
their ab1lIty to provide quality child care for their children?
5.'Where should we be allocating our limited resources, and to what services?

More,specifically in the day care area we can define some additlopal questions
that should be 'skied of the various systems in the ecological conceptual framework or
theoretical model:
1

Micro Sits tem
A.
rblosjci Features

I) What are the differences,betimen the quality of care provided by the
public vs. private sector?
What are the differences between center and family day care?
2)

B.

3)

What impact does the size of the setting l'ave on tare- -small vs. large?

4)
5)

Ail we isolating children fromfthe real w#1d in day care?
Mow much private space do children need?

Persons and Roles
1)

2)
3)
1)
5)

II

Whet impact do males have on children who are cared for in day care?
Whet impact does the turnover/stability of staff have on children
in day care?
Now Important are staff qualifications?
Does monitoring of day care centers have any impact on'child outcomes?
What effect does group -size and adult child ratio have on
interactional patterns in day care?

Meso System

mand.001Wme

A.
1)

2)
3)

Howiio parents view themselves?
Does:multiple caretakers influence orient4tion to adults?'
Now are roles at-home because of the limited Vie affected by
[laving children In day tare?
Whet are the goals and expectations of teachers and parents?
.

,

4)

rB.

Day tare and the School
1)

N.

Do day care kids do better in school than children reared at home?

These questions, are borrowed from lelsky's et al, Ae Ecology of WI Care,
chapter to appear In M. Lamb '(Ed.)', Chiedrearing in Nontridltional
Hillsdale, N.J.: Lawrence Erlbaum, 1951.
St.
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Exo System
1)
'2)
,-:

3)

4)

IV

impact of.day care on divorce,
Impact of fassily income and work satisfaction by day cares
impact of forming friendships and interpersonal' contacts in
the tommunity!
What impact would the elderly caring for youth have on attitudes
towards the elderly?

Macro SvstiR
14

o

1)

2)

impact Of regulations!
Overall philosophy for families and children -- ideology and tax policies!

From the above list there areithree basic groups of data or overriding
indicators: What are we doing for *people? How effective are we? Mow efficient
are we? But where do we go -to get or find answers. to these indicators and questions?

TECHNOLOGY
Is has been argued by researchers (Peters 1980) that the natural level for
It is
program evaluition/menitoring and policy formulation is at the state level.
(this
position
the logical entry point for regulations, funding requirements, etc.,
appears as if it will be-strengthened politically with the new administration).
However, with the state as the source of.intervenVon, how does one senate information
at this levee for this is an all pervasive system that includes thousands of individuals)
To menage this large system .of information and to answer these questions
within the child care ecology a technology consisting of three systems must be
constrwted: one is called a statistical reporting system What are we doing for
people T; another is a programmatic reporting system (How effective are wog; and
(tee Fiene, 1979 for
the last is a fiscal repotting system (Mow efficient are viol).
a detailed presentation.)'
4
But 'low does this explain the EP (Ecological Paradigm) presented earlier/
it does by means of proxy, where the three systems will give indications or monitor
the well being of the four componentstof the meso and exo systems, in the following
f
manner:
.

lei.go Community risk Is monitored by the:
- statistical.reporting system
EC'. Community ability is monitored by the:
2
-fiscal reporting system
Organizational risk is monitored by the:
EC
3
- program reporting system
-fiscal reporting systems
EC mi Organizatiomal Ability Is monitored by'the:.
4
-statistical reporting system
-fiscal reporting system

5.

L

Definitions of these three systems are the following in.the Ecological Paradigm:
Program Reporting System- -this is the program evaluation system of a state ,
Information syetom Generally it is broken into three levels: licensing, monitoringe'end evaluation. This compliant Is also mode up of twotsub -systems: provider°
evaluation system and the purchase of service system; these two :yule* make up the

At the,state level and at the local levertthese three systems have remained
relatively separate---(Statfsticelriorogrammatic, Fiscal). What is proposed,
with the proper quantificationtand measurement techn!ques built in, is to have the
systems talk" Ito each Other --this can be done, manually or through EDP flans - it is
ultimately data utilization.- When this occurs (See Figure 2) cost benefit and
cost.analysis/Ofectiveness coefficients can be generated.
insert Figure 2

In order to define this more clearly with cost benefit and cost analysis;. let's
borroi some systems/evaluation terms. Cost benefit is the result of-crossing the Meal and program systems which helps to define the quality of a program by knowing
Ole inputs and the processes of service delivery. Ceet analysts is the result of
crossing all three systems which defineerthe effectiveness of a program.by knowing the
inputs, the processes of service delivery and the outcomes: The last crossing of
systems is the-fiscal and statistical reporting system which results in unit cost.
This can be further defined as d-meisure of efficiency of a'progeam by knowing the
inputi enctoutputs of th, program.
OUTCOMEOIESULTS

An interesting phehomena was recorded wheh the Programmatic System data base
was correlated with the Fiscal Reporting System Data Base,of Penniylvania D6y Care
Racher than a linear relationship what occurred was a curvilindar
P.-ograms.
relationship that had a logarithmic base' (See Figure 3).
Insert Figure 3

a/
In other words, as the colt reached a certain level (approximately $4000/yr./child
in day care centers) the program quality did not increase in the same proportion.
Other examples of impact measures are the following:
-

-

-

impacted the health of children in day care by increasing the levels .of
immunizations of those children attending day care centers.
Impacting 14gulations - -have helped revise.day care regulttions basid on
the results obtained from the program reporting systel.=
Permit sound policy decision making .resource allocation has, been heavily
influenced by the results of the systems of Ecopad (Ecojogical Paradigm).
Ensure that:Vey are promotes child development.
The modelAs attempting to monitor and to change policy where necedsary
at the'stbte level to keep children from re-entering the foster care system.
Within the youth Services System it ii.to monitor the offenses committed by
youth by race to ascertain the length of time for commitments for these

groups.
programs provided higher quality of care to children- Size of Program - mid.4
mid-range is defined is 50-75 children per site or center.
t.

the overall provider management system.
5 (cant)
Statistic/4 Reporting system- -this component is made up of the client management
system and the fOlowing sub-systems: client eligibility determination and
authorliation sub-systems; information aldaeferral sub-system and the management
information reporting system.
Fiscal Reporting System- -this,component keeps:track of dollars spent and has one
major system celled the claims reimbursement system.

8
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iier'programss are most expensive--it was found that this type of
program was cestIng Pennsylvania the most money in terms of dolars
spent.

-.Training decisions --in one region Whelped the region to put an RFP
.(Request for Proposal) In training.
As a footnote. a practical ycaMpli of how the above model was used Is In
rime the program a0 fiscal reporting systems,
Pennsylvenia where based on
ceilings on cost for day care services were established. These ceilings were
establisharthrough the use of the Cost Benefit Curve just described.' Based on
the collings,thire was a savings of $9,000,000 which war thin used to serve In
excess.c:A000 additional children.
,

CONCLUSION
There Is nothing new in,this presentation: Brofenbrenner and other researchers)
love been saying lc for some time nor. However, what Is new is theStillzation of a
technology, a methodologyp data base and finally a new conceptual framework that
exists within each states, and local Information and program monitoring systems.
All werfieed.to do Is change our frame of reference to-shiftour paradigm 't4 one that Is
more systems, intervependent oriented; that is naturalistically, and ecologically
It does not
I, therefore,Repose: The Ecolosical-Paradigm (ECOPAD) .
valid.
reflect an abandonment of interest in the individual, family or smell group. Rather.
it Is a.recognition of the intricate relationships between dimensions of social syst s
(Cowen, 1977).
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THE ECOLOGY OF CHILD CARE

t

Microsystem: compl* of rolaSons between the developing
persor end environment in an

immediate sating containing
that psnon.
comprises the
interrelations among major settings containing the developing
Mesosystern:

person at a particular , point
in his life.

f Exosystem: extension of the
mesosystem embracing. other
specific social- struitures, hods

formal and informal, that do
not themselves contain the de-

velePing Person but *Pings
upon .or encompass the imme-

.

diate settings in wIfich that
person is found; and there
by influence, delimit, or even
determine what goes on there.

Macro:yam: refen o the
overereiting ,institutional pet.

terns of the culture or tub,,

12

ulture, such es the economic,
social, educational, legal, and
political systems, of which
micro; mew-, and exosystenis

tre the concrete Manifestations.
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